the more compact 1953 style of Ben Hogan's swing. The voting indicated as much.

"A telegram was dispatched to Ben Hogan congratulating him on being the 'people's choice' or the 'golfers' choice,' and giving him lifetime privilege of the use of our range. From the hours and hours Ben spends on the practice tee, we will be very busy and perhaps run out of practice balls should he ever take advantage of his newly acquired membership at our range.

"Bill Nitschke, my associate, handled the week-long affair and outlined the great records of Hogan and Jones each evening prior to showing the movies. We are accepting many appointments daily for camera studies of the golfers' swings. We have the finest camera equipment for high-speed stills, ultra-slow motion movie camera pictures and also the latest type Polaroid camera. Pictures can be delivered in one minute by the use of the latter camera. Our camera work is by a professional photographer.

"Romie Espinosa, of the famous Espinosa family of golf professionals, and one of the professionals at our range, gave a demonstration following the showing of the movies. It was interesting to observe that many of the guests took to the practice tee to try to emulate the technique of either Hogan, Jones or the Espinosa punch shot.

"We plan to have a series of 'golf matinees' in the near future for the lady golfers. We will show movies of many of the outstanding professional lady golfers. The movies will be open to the public, at no cost to them. We will arrange for a special showing of the movies for any golf club or organization in the bay area desiring to see them."

---

**HOMEWORK MAKES THE CLUB**

Wm. (Sonny) Ryan, pro at Sheldon (la.) G&CC is selling club pres. Ray Coomes first set of clubs out of the new shop Ryan, "Ane" Vanderwiel and other members built. It's a fine little shop and shows that homework can substitute for a lot of money. The club was started with grass greens in 1920. In 1953 the clubhouse was gutted by fire and in 1953 cloudbursts and floods covered the course with water, silt and debris. In both cases work parties of the members turned out and did grand jobs of cleaning up and rebuilding. One member, Jim Vanderplaeg and his son Phil worked every day on the course until it was ack in playing condition. Ryan went to the club as pro-supt. after the club had been without a pro for 3 years. He's rebuilding greens and tees with members' help. Cliff Jary, a founding member of the club is still helping. Ryan says he's never seen a bunch that gets more fun out of combining golf play and work.